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After my dissertation on WSRT, I worked on smaller telescope: HST & JWST.
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• His work laid the foundation of Dutch Radio Astronomy

• It had other unintended, but beneficial side-effects: ...

• Unbeknownst to Wim, he is responsible for recruiting me into astronomy:

•Wim and I went to the same highschool: Christelijk Lyceum in Dordrecht.

• In Sept. 1971, highschool teachers showed me the work of alumnus Wim:



• This caused a major phase transition in my life, and in their lives:
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The immediate impact of Brouw’s Thesis in Dordrecht, 1971:

Dr. C. Hoogendoorn (Math): “Rogier, this Dissertation contains

Math that is way over my head.”

Mrs. C. v. Praag (German): “It is so great to see that something
good has come from Westerbork!”

Mr. Herman Hol (French): “This math can’t possibly be hard: It was
invented by a Frenchman in the 1700’s!

Drs. J. ten Hope (Physics): “You ought to follow in Brouw’s footsteps:
Go work for Oort & van der Laan in Leiden.”



Westerbork traced Cosmic Star Formation and Actively Galactic Nuclei:

• Young Objects and Old objects with redshift, or

• Stellar Birth and Stellar Demise over cosmic time.
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Normalized differential 1.41 GHz source counts (Windhorst et al. 1985,
1993, 2003; Hopkins et al. 2000) from 100 Jy to 100 nJy. Filled circles
below 10µJy : 12-hr SKA simulation of Hopkins et al. (2000).

Models: giant ellipticals (dot-dash) and quasars dominate the counts to
1 mJy, starbursts (dashed) below 1 mJy. Normal spirals at cosmological
distances (dot-long dash) will dominate the SKA counts below 100 nJy.



Upturn below 1 mJy in 1.4 GHz source counts not seen in WENSS and other
WSRT 327 MHz surveys → upturn due to a flatter spectrum population?

• All such surveys only possible with WSRT’s fantastic dynamic range
thanks to Wim Brouw’s perfected calibration methods (Rengelink et al. A&A Supp., 124, 25).



Due to Wim’s — & Ger’s — dedicated efforts to perfect LOFAR calibration,
we’re now getting close to an HI Reionization power-spectrum detection!!



In Shaver et al. (1999), I never thought we’d see the z>∼8 Reionization signal
in redshifted Lyα — it’s too close to the Geocoronal 1.083 µm He-line.
(see Shaver, Windhorst, Madau, & de Bruyn, 1999, A&Ap, 345, 380).

However, in redshifted HI, the Reionization signal may be tractable, if one
can subtract all extragalactic sources and bright diffuse Galactic foreground.

• With state-of-the-art LOFAR calibration — first pioneered for WSRT by
Wim Brouw — we’re getting close to an HI Reionization power-spectrum
detection! (see Patil, Yatawatta, Koopmans, de Bruyn, et al. (incl W. N. Brouw), 2017, ApJ, 838, 65).



Thank you, Wim, for everything you did for Dutch (Radio) Astronomy:

• For mailing a copy of your career-changing Dissertation to Dordrecht!

• For your state-of-the-art, triple-blackbelt calibration pipelines!

• For enabling WSRT (and LOFAR) to obtain the very best dynamic range.

• For enabling WSRT to do very high-fidelity, deep radio surveys.

• For your excellent, sustained leadership in Dutch Radio Astronomy!
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